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Give teachers easy access to all the sources, perspectives, and activities they
need to build real-world skills, cover required standards, and help every
student draw connections between lessons and their everyday lives.

Newsela Social Studies Primary sources, biographies,
interactive videos
Collections organized by course
Curriculum Complements
Teaching resources like inquiry-
focused lessons
Add activities with Formative

KEY FEATURES:

Give teachers relevant, real-world content combined with powerful scaffolds
and assessment tools to make literacy outcomes a reality for every learner.
Access to authentic, differentiated texts covering a range of curricular topics
and student interests. Build background knowledge, boost vocabulary, and
authentically drive literacy skills.

Newsela ELA 20+ content genres including
fiction, nonfiction, and videos
Standards-aligned ELA quizzes  
Collections curated with lesson
suggestions and planning tools
Curriculum Complements
Power Words vocab activities
Add activities with Formative

KEY FEATURES:

Give teachers the authentic, accessible content they need to integrate science
and literacy, build background knowledge on science concepts, develop
claims with evidence, and make real-world connections to lessons. Engage
every learner to be curious and prepared to solve the problems of tomorrow.

Newsela Science
Real-world phenomena, core
ideas, interactive videos
Collections organized by  domain 
Curriculum Complements
NGSS-aligned lessons with
performance tasks
Add activities with Formative

KEY FEATURES:

Engage, support, and
grow every learner
Newsela’s products are purpose-built to inspire teachers, unlock
student motivation, and drive long-lasting learning outcomes. With
over 15,000 authentic texts published at five reading levels, teacher
scaffolding tools, and flexible formative assessments with
actionable data and insights, Newsela helps teachers engage,
support, and grow every learner.

 

Give teachers a formative assessment platform with 20+ customizable
activity types and real-time insights to support a range of instruction and
assessment needs. Teachers and departments can collaborate and share best
practices, and admins can drive common practices and gather consistent
data across classrooms to track student progress over time.

Formative 
20+ activity types
Standards-based reporting
Real-time student feedback 

Collaboration and sharing tools
Shared folders and support for
common assessments

       and support

KEY FEATURES:
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